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Case Number:  S2208000151 

 

Release Date:  August 2022 

 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Check Engine Lamp (CEL) On, Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) 

U11E9 Lost Communication with Active Grill Shutter (AGS) 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Owner complaint that the CEL is 

illuminated on the cluster. Technician observed the vehicle is setting Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) 
U11E9 Lost Communication AGS as active, stored, or pending.  
 

Repair Procedure:   Inspect the upper AGS connector D2826A, black 4-way, ensure the 

connector is clean and fully engaged. Review the inline connector XY110A black 16-way and inspect 
for any signs of corrosion, repair as required Fig 1 and 2.  

 

  
 

Fig 1 

Full connector 
repair kit 
68396618AA  
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Fig 2 

Dash (standard) Full Repair Kit 68496389AA 
Front End (standard) Full Repair Kit 68490828AA 

XY110A 


